
DMP IV MASTERPRINT PharmaJet DMP IV.
Economic printing, controlling and validation system 

developed for manufacturer, distributor and logistics 

companies in the pharmaceutical industry. 

Masterprint PharmaJet DMP IV. works exactly as you need it – fully customized, easy 
and fast setup, user friendly handling during production. The stainless steel and alu-
minium industrial construct is just perfect for the pharmaceutical industry: printing, 
controlling and validating in one piece of equipment, fully complying with the highest 
safety standards, EU provisions and directives of GS1.

Mechanics
Precise servo-driven mechanics, product 

size range adjustable in a wide spec-

trum, wide range of speed 5-100 m/ min

application
Suitable for all pharmaceutical and 

manufacturing labeling demands

optical controlling & 
verification
Optical Character Reading and Validation

Design
Easy integrate, compact industrial 

construct, fully customizable user 

interface

gMp, gaMp5, cfr 21 part 11
Online system documentation

International validation

proDuct verification
Product verification at 100% safety 

level with high-resolution, high-speed 

integrated camera systemMasterprint PharmaJet DMP IV
www.masterprint.eu



Marking:
Type of matrix code inscripted: ECC 200 conform code integrated in GS 1 standard. 
Size (physical): min. 5x5 mm; max. 12x12 mm; (typical size: 9x9 mm)
Size (data content): min. 10x10 (row x column), max. 32x32 (row x column); (typical 
size: 22x22)
Content of marking: any text, may contain fix, product-dependent, batch-depen-
dent, or dynamic (date, time, serial No.) elements
Type of marking: with TIJ (Thermal Inkjet) printer in 12,7mm lane (or 25,4 mm 
optionally with two heads) , with a resolution of 300dpi
Marking check: automatic, full-circle monitoring with camera, the informative 
qualification of the printed code (qualification 4 A) and the check of the content 
of the text inscribed. The size of the checked area is 50mm (horizontal) x 25mm 
(vertical)
Removal of non-complying products: products considered defective during the 
check shall be collected to a collection box independently of the type of defect, the 
device checks the removal of defective products and stops automatically in case of 
serial defect  (adjustable number of pieces) 

harDware:
Operating modes that can be adjusted on the screen or carrying out 
speed-monitoring by a pulse encoder 
Precision, high-speed servo-driven mechanics 5-100 m/ min
Controlled product-size setting. Height 5-100 mm, width 70-210 mm, length 30-200 mm
Quick changeover 
Scrapping control
Sealable box for scrapping
Design independent from the fix side of the box closing machine 
Marking on the fix or adjustable side 
The height of the conveyor can be adjusted for the insertion to the production line
The range of adjustable speed of the conveyor: 5-100 m / min 
The number of boxes to be marked/checked by the marking station: 
max. 250 boxes/minute.
The device does not require continuous service; user intervention is only necessary 
in case of setting, changeover and failures. 

interface: 
15” color touch screen display
Individual design meeting users’ demands 
Creating operator profiles suitable for different operator levels 
Full system control

software:
Integrated printer controller
Integrated camera controller
Direct loading of database connection 
Track and Trace
OCR (Optical Character Recognition) / OCV 
(Optical Character Verification)
Connection to Upstream / Downstream machine 
Multilingual

safety: 
Multilevel user access 
System backup & restore to secure your data
LOG report for traceability

options:
Lower spare-labeling station with barcode scanner 
(alteration of the box closing machine may be required.)
Upper spare-label checking camera
Reception and follow-up of external speed signal 

operating environMent:
The device may be commissioned anywhere according to 
demands, where ambient temperature is not lower than + 10 
°C and not higher than + 40 °C, may not be affected by spray or 
dripping water and the humidity of air does not condensate. DiMensions:

Consumption 200-300W (Installed electric capacity 900 VA)
Length x width x height 1000 mm x 850 mm x 1600 mm
Transfer level 850-950 mm adjustable
Power supply  240 V AC/16A correct phase sequence
Mass of device 140 kg

guarantee:
12 months

Masterprint Jelöléstechnika Kft. 

H-2454 Iváncsa, Kilencedi út 6.
T: +(36-1) 203-8599
F: +(36-1) 204-8626
www.masterprint.eu
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